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UPSC PRELIMS GS 2010
Hi All,
This is with ref to the Prelims GS 2010. Nearly 50 questions
from our class tests as well as lectures have come in the UPSC
paper. We have put the keys in the website also. One set of keys will
be put in our group site also. With little bit of application of mind
and the easy mental ability questions should bring success for many
of our aspirants. Wish you all the best.
1. Regarding preparation of budget we have told several times in class,
that it is Dept of Eco affairs.
2. CRR we have seen in class.
3. SLR also we have seen in class
4. Civil services by Cornwallis was in our class test also.
5. Shanmugam has taught about Luni River.
6. Shanmugam also taught about the climate regions particularly the
Mediterranean.
7. Finance commission – President shall cause them to be laid in
Parliament- this also we have seen
8. Funds to Panchayat Raj by State finance commission was also told in
class.
9. Directive Principles of state – instruments of instructions- that was
taught in class.
10. IDA we had a question in test also.—Test 8
11. Rohit has sent in his notes in detail about the Ocean stat.
12. Bhuvans also was seen in class test.
13. 2 questions from the partition of Bengal was easy and Bala has taught
the same in detail.- Q47 from Full Fledged test 8.
14. UN was covered fully by Arasan, with that one can easily answer the
MIGA, IFC question.-Q 128 in Full Fledged 7.
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15. Stieglitz commission was also in class test.
16. Fundamental rights by Nehru was also taught.q14 in test 11.
17. National Food security Mission was in our class test. - Q 51 Full
fledged test 3.
18. Simon commission we had several times question in class test.
19. 1992 Riedigenero conference was also seen—test 8
20. We taught Bombay plan while teaching Five year plans. But they has
asked Bombay manifesto in a diff name.
21. National investment fund was seen also.
22. Ombudsman was an easy question.
23. Stimulant measures we saw and the notes from Eco survey was also
sent.
24. Tax collection also we have seen. - test 12.
25. Sharing of revenue between center and states also we had several
questions in our weekly test.
26. Another question on Directive principles of state was easy.
27. Ombudsman was easy.
28. We sent a detailed note prepared by Rohit on sugar cane policy.Q113 in Full fledged test 1
29. Bean and Bullish was common knowledge.
30. Savings fund interest was an easy question.
31. Financial inclusion and Usha Thorat panel report was discussed in
detail
32. FDI by Mauritius Route was also discussed several times and the
doubt was raised in class by Santosh, we had also a question in the
weekly test.—Test 6
33. 11th plan inclusive growth was an easy question.
34. Abt the lakes Shanmugam has taught .
35. Five year plans – theme we gave questions in our class test also.
36. Cripps Mission also we had questions in our test.
37. Champaran also we had in test.—test 9.
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38. Forward markets commission we have sent notes.
39. Neutrinos also Rohit has sent notes in detail.
40. Rivers in HP was also a class test question when we had that state
series from India year book.
41. Special safeguards mechanism was seen while we saw WTO and
GATT.
42. SEZ was also seen in detail – its there in our economy notes also.
43. FRBM was also seen in detail. Test 4.
44. UN Habitat Global report on Human Settlement was taught by
Arasan in class.
45. Gondwana Rocks was also seen in class.
46. Bakti cult personalities we prepared one small booklet itself
containing cultural places and personalities.
47. Deflation as fall in price level and goods and services – this was
taught by Senthil in class when he taught Inflation.
48. Supreme Court advice to President was also in class test. Test 14 q no
24.and in Full fledged test 1 also.
49. Buddha question was simple, where one can eliminate easily.
50. Third battle of Panipat question was there in class test.
51. Separation of Judge and collector by Cornwallis—Test 11.
52. Swine Flu – Q no 24—Test 18.
53. Pondicherry- Q71 in Full Fledged test 5.
54. Ramsar Convention – q70 in Full fledged test 8.
Our weekly Mental Ability Test must have really helped for the UPSC.

Best wishes
Yours sincerely
Kalyan.

